Title word cross-reference

(\beta, \gamma, \delta) [250]. + [602]. \texttt{K} [633, 586, 800, 548, 843, 896, 760, 874, 678, 580, 648, 898, 702]. \texttt{N} [226]. \texttt{pq} [749].
\texttt{-constraints} [586]. \texttt{-gram} [749]. \texttt{-Nearest} [874]. \texttt{-nn} [633]. \texttt{-Relational} [226]. \texttt{-tree} [602].


2007 [713, 710, 709, 716]. 2008 [739].

'86 [983]. 9 [244]. 92a [388]. 9th [981].

= [344].

acquisitional [596]. across [630, 873]. ACTA [446]. Action [946]. actions [553].
Active [452, 464, 462, 743, 527]. Activity [468]. Activity-Driven [468]. Ad
[414, 520]. Based
[983, 979, 950, 9, 981, 442, 539, 980]. Batch
[277, 32, 908]. Batched
[348, 242, 251, 16]. Bayesian
[976]. BCNF
[389]. be
[474]. Behavior
[452, 213, 468, 429, 535]. Behind
[946]. Being
[930]. Benchmark
[394]. Benchmarking
[953]. benchmarks
[535]. Benefit
[302]. Benefits
[76]. Best
[904]. better
[821]. Between
[77, 749, 623, 809, 944, 754]. BEVA
[927]. Beyond
[398, 833, 459, 945, 821]. Binary
[108]. bindings
[540]. bitmap
[675, 622, 747]. Blazes
[974]. blind
[660]. Block
[935, 1]. Blocking
[37]. Blocks
[468]. Board
[897, 922, 952]. BoxXai
[966]. Boolean
[866, 841, 443]. Boosting
[912]. Borealis
[692]. both
[734]. Bounded
[941, 456, 449, 182, 326, 843]. Bounds
[899, 771, 866, 601, 705]. Bouquets
[934]. bridge
[711]. Bringing
[742]. Broadcast
[506]. browsing
[511]. Bucket
[222]. bucketing
[592]. Buffer
[229, 41, 341, 281]. Buffers
[31]. Building
[468, 944]. bulk
[578]. business
[488]. Byzantine
[262]. Cache
[942, 227, 697, 532, 485, 643]. Cache-Oblivious
[942, 697]. Caching
[361, 410]. Cactis
[338]. CAD
[254]. Calculating
[104]. Calculus
[62, 366, 305, 322, 403, 377, 352, 531]. callback
[490]. callback-based
[490]. CALM
[918]. CALM-Conjecture
[918]. candidate
[601]. Capabilities
[61]. Capacity
[360, 754]. Capture
[84]. Capturing
[799, 933, 614, 865, 695]. Cardinal
[509]. Cardinality
[328, 387, 913, 807]. Carlo
[792]. Cartesian
[149]. CASDAL
[47]. Case
[432, 945, 827, 750, 542, 420]. CASE-DB
[420]. Casper*
[744]. CAS)SM
[47]. categorical
[870]. Cautious
[407, 248]. Centralized
[257]. centric
[680]. Certain
[212, 923, 810]. Chaining
[143]. change
[834]. Changes
[125, 673, 523]. Characteristics
[177]. Characterization
[187]. characterizations
[814]. Characterizing
[797, 576, 466]. Charter
[434, 451]. Chase
[335]. Checking
[456, 955, 512, 502]. Checkpointing
[32]. Chopping
[460]. circuits
[787]. Citations
[931]. Cite
[931]. Citizens
[474]. City
[985]. Class
[85, 975, 474, 174, 522]. classes
[526]. Classification
[862, 588]. clause
[371]. Cleaning
[928, 947, 638]. CLIDE
[681]. client
[485, 490]. client-server
[485, 490]. clique
[672]. cliques
[795]. close
[792]. Closed
[972, 788, 676, 672]. closest
[765]. Closing
[905]. Closure
[363, 428, 367, 610]. cloud
[838]. Cluster
[238]. Clustered
[232, 167, 60]. Clustering
[365, 896, 368, 959, 24, 871, 247, 659, 755]. Coalesced
[231, 244]. CODASYL
[213, 146]. Codd
[202]. Coding
[76, 308]. Coefficient
[365]. Coherence
[423]. coherent
[672]. Collaborative
[800, 852]. Color
[358]. column
[769, 835]. column-store
[769]. Combine
[885]. Combining
[56, 966]. Comment
[303]. Comments
[91, 760, 129, 251]. commerce
[504]. Commercial
[258]. Commission
[422]. Commit
[422, 301, 625]. common
[488]. Communication
[408]. Commutativity
[398, 718]. Compactness
[215]. Comparing
[811]. Comparison
[158, 302, 141]. Comparisons
[896]. Compile
[362]. Compile-Time
[362]. Compiling
[711]. complements
[561]. Complete
[383]. Completeness
[437, 344, 772]. Complex
[49, 468, 630, 651, 854, 623, 809, 508]. Complexity
[936, 937, 876, 264, 893, 372, 199, 714, 621, 651, 857, 640, 736]. component
[747]. Components
[39].
Enhancements [256]. Distributive [391].
Diversification [876, 901]. Diversity
[901, 843]. divide [659]. divide-and-merge
[659]. DML [146]. Do [931]. document
[837]. documents [577, 590, 777, 860]. does
[494]. Domain [638, 352, 647].
Domain-independent [638]. Domains
[131, 274, 541]. Domination [875]. double
[660]. double-blind [660]. Doubly [364].
Driven [468, 913, 822, 570]. DTD [966].
DTDs [756]. Duplicate [186, 789].
Duration [447]. Dynamic
[379, 144, 80, 291, 357, 321, 224, 331, 632, 122,
520, 241, 310, 10, 691, 522, 542, 566, 480, 559].
dynamically [599, 582].
eager [528]. EAS [198]. EAS-E [198].
EDBT [686]. Edge [173]. Edit
[900, 600, 842, 849]. edit-distance [842].
Editor [283]. Editorial
[879, 904, 897, 931, 922, 952, 660]. Effect
[347]. Effective [567, 909, 333, 531].
effectively [778]. Effectiveness [365].
Effects [34]. Efficiency [134]. Efficient
[412, 85, 335, 720, 910, 722, 456, 820, 604,
730, 888, 566, 142, 708, 874, 678, 37, 133, 223,
907, 870, 900, 661, 898, 265, 827, 765, 944,
245, 789, 967, 927, 786, 585, 506, 502, 729,
770, 781, 670, 489, 622]. Efficiently
[82]. elastic [838]. ElasTraS [838].
electronic [504]. elements [557, 760, 648].
Elevating [474]. ELFS [280]. Elimination
[186, 935, 469]. Emancipating [526].
Embedded [343, 835, 663]. Embedding
[791, 693]. Embedding-based [791].
embeddings [667, 600]. Empirical [423].
EmptyHeaded [971]. Enabling [822].
Encipherment [4]. Encoding [171, 456].
encountered [523]. Encryption [127, 757].
End [261]. ENFrame [925]. Engine
[971, 712, 607]. English [280].
Enhancements [183]. Enhancing [38].
Ensuring [499]. Entangled [822].
Enterprise [944]. Entities [940]. Entity
[3, 381, 405, 638]. Entity-Relationship
[3, 381, 405, 638]. entropy [807].
Environment [288, 525, 689, 647].
Environments [401, 559]. ephemeral [478].
Equi [884]. Equi-Join [884]. Equijoin
[378]. equivalence [798]. Error
[432, 927, 771, 616, 707]. Error-Tolerant
[927]. Escrow [278]. Essence [915].
Essential [588]. estimates [705].
Estimating [328, 715, 671, 387, 246].
Estimation [913, 46, 661, 807, 704].
estimations [670]. Estimators [390].
Euclidean [965]. Evaluating [580, 751].
Evaluation [408, 259, 363, 458, 212, 833,
288, 892, 95, 407, 30, 445, 423, 71, 720, 774,
548, 585, 569, 574, 850, 21, 545]. event [854].
evolution [523, 480]. Evolutions [932].
Exact [936, 951, 813, 956, 908, 849, 688].
Examples [603, 937, 346]. Exceptional
[919, 963, 797]. exceptional [727].
Exceptions [260, 514]. exchanged
[597, 785, 658, 788, 852]. exchanged [742].
Exchanging [593]. Execution
[190, 201, 461, 939, 806]. Expansions
[170, 287, 418]. expensive [497].
Experimental [329]. Experiments [77].
Explaining [354]. Exploiting
[586, 947, 808]. Exponential [182]. export
[779]. Exporting [681]. EXPRESS [29].
Expressing [579]. Expression
[920, 848, 841]. Expressions
[85, 335, 455, 951, 975, 104, 242, 396, 756, 857].
Expressive [832, 650]. Expressiveness
[714, 640, 966, 717]. Extended
[62, 446, 144, 669, 381, 478, 425, 405, 322, 403].
Extendible [80]. Extending
[84, 949, 305, 297, 868]. Extensible
[317, 400, 850]. Extension
[31, 218, 544, 541]. External [882, 126, 860].
Extracting [585]. Extraction
[928, 299, 909, 725, 732, 29].
F [403]. Facilitate [441]. Facility

Skycube [948, 816]. Skyline [948, 907, 827, 786, 720, 748, 594, 654, 734, 816].
Specification [514, 811, 755]. Specified

Still [970]. Stochastic [421, 792, 815]. Storage [903, 171, 258, 181, 81, 41, 133, 286, 478]. Store [151, 769]. Stored [944].


Subrelations [343]. Subsampling [881]. subsequence [791]. subsets [598].


Table [977, 346, 814]. Tableaux [216, 161]. Tables [431, 969, 737]. Tail [469].


Third [17, 128]. Thrashing [429]. Threat [68]. Three [163, 923, 9, 110].

Three-Valued [923]. threshold [682]. Throughput [829]. Thwarting [753].

Tight [601]. Time [408, 185, 975, 222, 954, 389, 420, 362, 959, 898, 121, 210, 399, 356, 549, 492, 791].


TODS [495, 110, 904, 931, 709, 768, 794, 739].
Topological [664]. Topmost [948] Uncertainty [219].
U [837]. Uncertain [917, 786, 748, 674]. Uncertainty [584]. Understanding [553, 807].
Unified [3, 348, 957, 688, 664]. Unifying [168].
User [919, 69, 319, 509, 554, 613, 21]. user-defined [509, 554, 613]. users [506].
utilizing [764].
Versus [353, 660, 505]. vertex [813].

W3QL [503]. W3QS [503]. Waiting [407].
Walk [935]. Walks [921]. Warehouse [944].
Warehouses [903]. warehousing [525].


years [110].
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